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ABSTRACT 

 

This research project outlines the importance of teaching bassoon with the use of 

collaborative literature, featuring the Concert Studies, Op. 26 of Ludwig Milde.  The 

work is broken into five parts.  Part I provides an historical review of the life of Milde, 

his works for bassoon, and the impact these works have on present-day bassoonists. Part 

II details a precedent for expanding instrumental etudes into accompanied solos for 

bassoon and piano.  Part III focuses on the evolution of bassoon duet literature and its 

role in the development of the student bassoonist.  Part IV discusses the process for 

arranging Milde’s Concert Studies into accompanied etudes or bassoon duets.  The 

compositional deconstruction of an unaccompanied etude is outlined, and the simplified 

chord structures that remain are expanded into a collaborative accompaniment.  Part V 

provides an overview of potential compositional devices that may be employed in the 

creation of accompanied etudes.  The appendices contain six of my fully-accompanied 

arrangements of the Milde Concert Studies, featuring one arrangement for bassoon with 

piano, and five bassoon-duet arrangements.  Also included is a compilation of various 

publications of the Milde Concert Studies and a compositional comparison of Milde’s 

Concert Study No. 34 and Polonaise for Bassoon and Piano. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The unaccompanied etude is one of the most important genres of musical 

composition.  It plays an invaluable role in the technical and expressive development of 

student musicians.  While the primary function of an etude is to feature one element of 

musical technique and expand on it, a number of composers have successfully paired this 

focus with musicality and form.  This mixture of demanding facility with artistic integrity 

may be described as a concert etude. 

 There are a number of works that successfully balance didactic and musical 

qualities for the solo instrument.  The 24 Caprices for Unaccompanied Violin by the 

Italian virtuoso Niccolo Paganini (1782-1840) is one of the best-known collections of 

technically demanding solos for the instrument.  The two collections of 12 Etudes – Op. 

10 and Op. 25 – for piano by Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849) also fit this description 

appropriately.  Directly inspired by Paganini’s Caprices, the Transcendental Etudes of 

piano virtuoso Franz Liszt (1811-1886) are highly virtuosic in composition, yet are less 

practical for teaching use.  Though these works were originally intended to be used for 

private study, their high levels of composition and musicality have earned them a 

permanent place in the concert repertory. 

 Following the widespread popularity of these concert etudes, a number of 

conservatory teachers began producing study-pieces for their respective instruments.  

David Popper (1843-1913) was hired by Liszt to teach cello at the Budapest 

Conservatory.  His High School of Cello Playing, Op. 73 is a collection of advanced 

etudes widely considered a staple of the cello study repertoire, and is standard fare for a 

cellist’s musical development at the professional level. 
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 Celebrated flutist Ernesto Köhler (1849-1907) moved to St. Petersburg in 1871 

and was a member of the Imperial Opera there until his death.  Köhler was regarded a 

very respectable flutist, yet he is celebrated more-so for his compositions for the 

instrument.  Aside from his numerous works for accompanied flute, his three-volume 

Progress in Flute Playing, Op. 33 serves as an excellent collection of progressive studies, 

and his 30 Virtuoso Etudes, Op. 75 is among some of the most challenging study pieces 

for the instrument.  Additionally, his 40 Progressive Duets for Two Flutes, Op. 55 

provide student flutists the opportunity to play alongside their teachers, while working to 

increase their technical and musical facility on the instrument.  

 Ludwig Milde (1849-1913) – a bassoon teacher and performer himself – found 

this concept of a musically-rewarding study piece appealing as well.  His 50 Concert 

Studies, Op. 26 is the best-known of his works and is arguably one of the most widely 

used collections of etudes in the bassoon repertoire.  The studies feature a compositional 

balance of artistic quality and technical development, and they are well-suited for both 

teaching and performance. 

 This paper explores two approaches to accompanying Milde’s Concert Studies.  

1) Creating a simple and functional piano accompaniment to each of these studies could 

be useful to the “non-pianist” bassoon teacher as complementary material for teaching.  

2) Providing a second bassoon part to each of the original concert studies would employ a 

different, yet equally effective, chamber music approach to teaching these same etudes.  

The use of both types of accompaniment could be extended to performance settings, 

bringing these works to a broader audience. 
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Motivation for Project 

When I first began my graduate bassoon study with Richard Meek at Texas Tech 

University, part of my weekly lesson assignments included preparing one of Milde’s 

concert etudes.  Several weeks into the semester, my assignment included the additional 

task of providing a harmonic analysis of the etude, including the identification of all non-

chord tones.  Once I became comfortable with writing an analysis, I found myself 

humming a bass-line along with the music on the page.  Motivated to try something new, 

I added a second bassoon part to the original etude.  Three weeks later, I brought an 

accompanied duet of Concert Study No. 31 to my lesson.  After a successful reading of 

the arrangement, Professor Meek offered some constructive feedback for improving the 

work.  Shortly thereafter, he suggested that this could turn into a very useful project.  I 

arranged a couple more etudes, but my real success came later, when I learned of another 

great arranger and bassoon teacher, Alan Hawkins. 

In 1989, Alan Hawkins, former professor of bassoon at the University of Kansas, 

had expanded Weissenborn’s Fifty Advanced Studies, Op. 8 Vol. 2 into accompanied 

duets.  Hawkins intended for these duets to be used in private lessons as well as for recital 

performance.  After reading through Hawkin’s 50 Advanced Duets, I felt more strongly 

that there could be a useful place for a set of accompanied duets based on Milde’s 

Concert Studies. 

The “Practical Exercise” and ”Advanced Studies” duets of Weissenborn and 

Hawkins respectively provide the student bassoonist with literature that nurtures musical 

development from the beginning to intermediate levels.  It is my belief that supplying a 
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second bassoon part to Milde’s Concert Studies will result in a collection of advanced 

duets that may help to further develop the musical abilities of the student. 

 

Methodology 

This research outlines the importance of teaching bassoon with the use of 

collaborative literature, featuring the Concert Studies, Op. 26 of Ludwig Milde.  Part I 

provides a review of the life of Milde, his works for bassoon, and the impact that these 

works have on present-day bassoonists.  

Part II details a precedent for expanding instrumental etudes into accompanied 

solos for bassoon and piano.   

Part III focuses on the evolution of bassoon duet literature and its role in the 

development of the student bassoonist.  

Part IV of this paper discusses the process for arranging the Milde Concert 

Studies into accompanied etudes or bassoon duets.  It is presented in two parts.  First, a 

harmonic analysis of each etude is constructed.  This analysis requires the identification 

of cadence points and the delineation of phrase-lengths and formal sections.  Next, a 

simplified harmonic structure is revealed by eliminating non-chord tones and determining 

harmonic function.  This is followed by a compositional realization of the resulting 

analysis, which includes the treatment of cadence preparation, implementation of chord 

inversion, and simple counterpoint.  Care is taken to observe characteristic harmonic 

rhythms. 

In the second half of Part IV, following a compositional deconstruction of the 

etude, the simplified chord structures are expanded into the collaborative accompaniment.   
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Part V features various compositional devices that may be utilized for extra-

musical effect within a duet setting.  The appendices contain my complete arrangements 

of several of the Milde Concert Studies.  One arrangement for bassoon and piano and five 

bassoon-duets from each work are referenced throughout the paper. 
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CHAPTER I 

LUDWIG MILDE 

 

Historical Background 

Ludwig (Ludvík) Milde was born in Prague on April 30, 1849.  In 1861, he began 

his studies at the Prague Conservatory, learning bassoon with the long-tenured Voijtěk 

Gross.  Following his graduation from the Conservatory after six years of bassoon study, 

Milde went to the Prague Organ School in 1867.  There, he studied harmony, 

composition, and organ with František Skuherský.
1
 

Milde’s ability as a bassoonist took him to Linz, Austria, where he held the 

position of principal bassoonist of the Linz Opera Orchestra from 1870-1872.  The next 

14 years are less thoroughly documented, though there is evidence
2
 that Milde taught in 

two southeastern European cities.  One was Novi Sad, Croatia, where he served as 

Choirmaster between the years of 1872 and 1874.  He then got a job at the Conservatory 

of Music in Bucharest, Romania, where he taught bassoon from as early as 1874 until 

1886.  Interestingly, it may be speculated that both Gross and Skuherský may have 

helped Milde acquire these positions, perhaps offering personal recommendations on his 

behalf.  Gross had periodically taught bassoon in Bucharest, and Skuherský was a well-

known and respected individual in the field of church-music.
3
 

In 1886, Milde succeeded Gross as bassoon professor at the Prague Conservatory.  

Beginning in 1888, he was given a temporary appointment to teach piano in addition to 

his other duties.  It is possible that Milde held a position in one of the opera orchestras in 

Prague during his tenure at the Conservatory.  After eight years of teaching, Milde 

                                                           
1
 David McGill, “Milde Has a Face!” IDRS 30 No. 3 (2007): 73. 

2
 Ibid. 

3
 William Waterhouse. 14 Trios for Bassoons, (Vienna: Universal Bassoon Edition, 1996), Preface. 
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resigned from the Prague Conservatory in 1894 due to illness.  In 1897, he returned once 

more to Bucharest to teach bassoon.  It is unknown when he resigned from Bucharest.  

He died in the spa town of Bad Nauheim, Germany, in 1913.  The exact date of his 

passing is unknown. 

David McGill, principal bassoonist of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, has been 

thoroughly researching Ludwig Milde since his one-year sabbatical from the symphony 

in 2003.  Included in his research is information regarding the original publication of the 

two-volume Op. 26.  McGill states: 

“The original Merseburger edition of Book One of the Concert Studies (published c. 

1895) is dedicated to ‘Herrn Wilhelm Heckel, President of the Musical Instrument 

Factory in Biebrich am Rhein’. This suggests that Milde may have played on Heckel 

bassoons.  Book Two is dedicated to the Vienna Music Academy.  This might suggest 

that Milde was seeking an appointment there during his supposed period of 

convalescence (1894-1897) before returning to Bucharest.”
4 

 

 

Works for Bassoon by Milde 

Despite the limited documentation regarding the life and accomplishments of 

Ludwig Milde, a great deal can be surmised about him from the few available materials.  

He was a model student, an extremely capable bassoon and piano teacher, and a 

prodigious composer.  His thorough understanding of form and harmony is evident in his 

compositions.  As McGill states, “Milde’s etudes are truly expressive, deeply romantic 

compositions that deserve wider exposure.  They develop technique, endurance and, most 

importantly, musical expression.”
5
   

Milde’s compositional output reveals a great deal more.  For instance, there is no 

available ‘tutor’ or ‘method’ for bassoon by Milde.  Whether it was his intent to compile 

and publish one is unknown.  However, there is a collection of accompanied solos, 

                                                           
4
 McGill, “Milde has a Face,” 74. 

5
 ibid. 
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chamber works, and etudes through which we can gauge Milde’s abilities as both a 

teacher and a composer. 

Due to the technically and musically demanding nature of both piano and bassoon 

parts within his accompanied works, it appears that Milde displayed equal technical 

facility on piano and bassoon.  Examples include his Tarantella, Op. 20, Polonaise, 

Concertino in A minor, and Andante and Rondo, Op. 25.  Milde also composed chamber 

works for the bassoon, many of which were only published in the last couple of decades.  

The late bassoon scholar and teacher William Waterhouse located a significant number of 

Milde’s teaching materials and compositions in manuscript at the Prague Conservatory.  

Among the materials were a set of 14 Trios for Bassoons, edited and published by 

Waterhouse in 1995.  With the exception of the final trio, the works are elementary in 

composition and were likely intended for study rather than concert performance.
6
  

Waterhouse also published a Concertino in A minor for oboe, bassoon and piano in 1993. 

The most well-known and studied works of Milde were intended for private 

instruction.  The 25 Studies in Scales and Chords, Op. 24 and 50 Concert Studies, Op. 26 

provide the student with technical and musical challenges that range from intermediate 

through advanced levels of proficiency.
7
  The Opus 24 studies alternate between scale 

and chord-based etudes.  Etude no. 1, for instance, features a scale study in C major 

(along with related keys), while Etude no. 2 features a chord or arpeggio study in the 

same key.  This pattern of organization is similar to the Well-Tempered Clavier of Johann 

Sebastian Bach (1685-1750).  Milde’s Concert Studies, Op. 26 provide an appropriate 

progression technically and musically to the 25 Scale Studies. 

                                                           
6
 Waterhouse, 14 Trios, Preface. 

7
 From this point on in the paper, Ludwig Milde’s 25 Studies in Scales and Chords, Op. 24 for bassoon and 

50 Concert Studies, Op. 26 (Vol. I & II) will be referred to as “Scale Studies” and “Concert Studies”. 
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Importance of the 50 Concert Studies, Op. 26 

“His (Milde’s) Concert Studies and 25 Studies in Scales and Chords have become standard fare for the 

majority of present-day bassoonists.”
8
 

 

Ludwig Milde’s Concert Studies
9
 play a significant role in the technical and 

musical development of many bassoon students.  The popularity and usefulness of these 

works is well documented.  At the national level, the Concert Studies rank first (Volume 

I) and third (Volume II) out of the 43 most-used technical studies for undergraduate 

students.  These same volumes also rank fifth (Volume I) and seventh (Volume II) out of 

the 30 most-used technical studies for graduate students.
10

 

It is also evident that Milde has garnered an international interest.  I have located 

a number of internet-based sources related to Milde.  Two stand out, yet have been 

difficult to access; one is a Master’s Thesis in Turkish from the Dokuz Eylul University 

Department of Music, the other document is from the Sichuan Conservatory of Music, in 

Chengdu, Sichuan, China.
11

  The popularity of these works is also evidenced by the 

number of editions produced.
12

 

 

Compositional Merits 

 One explanation for the widespread interest in these Concert Studies is that they 

offer bassoonists unique technical and musical challenges compared with other bassoon 

literature.  These challenges include extensive writing in the low and high ranges, a 

demand for increased endurance, numerous technical passages found in unconventional 

                                                           
8
 Michael Burns, “Music Written for Bassoon by Bassoonists: An Overview” IDRS 24 No. 2 (2001): 58. 

9
 Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, Volume II, (New York: International Music Company, 1948.) 

10
 Marc Apfelstadt and Ronald Klimko, Bassoon Performance Practice, Teaching Materials, Techniques 

and Methods, (Moscow, ID: School of Music Publicatons, 1993), 127-130. 
11

 Abstracts of these documents are available in English.  However, acquisition of the complete documents 

has proved unsuccessful. 
12

 See Appendix A for a compiled list of various publications of Milde’s Concert Studies, Op. 26. 
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key centers, and frequent alternation between tenor and bass clefs.  Additionally, Milde 

employs a thorough use of non-chord tones central to the romantic language prevalent in 

these studies.  Meticulous practice is essential for successful performance of these works, 

yet the mastery of technique only scratches the surface of this literature.  It is my opinion 

that, through the study of form and phrasing and the application of harmonic analysis, 

one may perceive an elevated level of musical style and expression unique to Milde. 
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CHAPTER II 

BASSOON WITH PIANO:  PROVIDING AN ACCOMPANIMENT 

 

Expanding an Etude into an Accompanied Solo 

There is precedence for expanding an instrumental etude into an accompanied 

concert piece, specifically for the bassoon.  Eugène Jancourt (1815-1901), perhaps the 

most celebrated bassoonist from the Paris Conservatoire, expanded and added a piano 

accompaniment for No. 15 of his 26 Melodic Studies, Op. 15.
13

 

 

Figure 2.1: Eugène Jancourt, 26 Melodic Studies, Op. 15, mm. 1-22. 

 

 

The resulting piece is entitled Romance sans paroles, op. 113 pour Basson et 

Piano.  This version was published in 1888, and it is likely that Milde was familiar with 

Jancourt’s work. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13

 Eugène Jancourt, 26 Melodic Studies, Op. 15, (New York: International Music Company, 1956), 21. 
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Figure 2.2: Eugène Jancourt, Romance sans paroles, op. 113, mm. 1-15.
14

 

 

 

In a similar pattern, Milde’s Polonaise for bassoon and piano appears to have 

been all but completely based on his own Concert Study no. 34, entitled “Polonaise”.  

The author has been unable to determine whether the accompanied solo or the etude was 

                                                           
14

 Eugène Jancourt, Romance sans paroles, Op. 113 pour basson ou violoncelle avec accompt de piano, 

(Paris: Richault & Cie, 1888), 1. 
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written first; however, it may be presumed that Milde expanded and edited this concert 

study into what is now known as the Polonaise. 

Concert Study no. 34 is composed on a grander scale than most of the other 

studies.  The tonic key of the etude is E-flat major and it follows a sonata-rondo form, 

ABACABA.  The C section of the etude is in the key of B major, followed by a re-

transition into the beginning of the work.  The C section of the accompanied version of 

the Polonaise is in the subdominant key of A-flat major, and the musical material is 

completely different from that of the etude.
15

  The ‘C’ material of a sonata-rondo form 

often functions like a development; however, the development could be replaced by new 

contrasting thematic material.
16

 

 

Figure 2.3: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 34, mm. 1-18.
17

 

                                                           
15

 See Appendix C for a compositional comparison of Milde’s Concert Study No. 34 and his Polonaise for 

Bassoon & Piano.  
16

 Matthew Santa, Hearing Form, (Texas Tech University: Matthew Santa, 2008), 93. 
17 Ludwig Milde, 50 Concert Studies, Op. 26, 2 Volumes, (Boston, MA: Cundy-Bettoney, 1948-1952), 15. 
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Figure 2.4: Ludwig Milde, Polonaise for Bassoon and Piano, mm. 1-10.
18

 

 

 

                                                           
18

 Ludwig Milde, Ed. William Waterhouse, Polonaise for Bassoon & Piano, (London: Musica Rara, 1969), 

1. 
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David McGill and the Concert Studies 

David McGill has been the principal bassoonist of the Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra since his appointment in 1997.  During a sabbatical in 2003 he did considerable 

research on Milde while serving as professor of bassoon at Indiana University.  McGill 

had already begun the task of writing piano accompaniments for the Concert Studies in 

2003, when his research led him to a man by the name of Rainer Schottstädt
19

 (a 

bassoonist from Kassel, Germany, Schottstädt wrote and self-published a three-volume 

set of his own accompaniments for all fifty Concert Studies).
20

 

McGill was invited to be a guest artist at the 2004 Glickman-Popkin Bassoon 

Camp.
21

  That summer he presented several of his accompanied studies as part of a 

master class, and by November of 2006 had finished writing accompaniments for the first 

25 studies.  His arrangements were very well-received at the camp, however the complete 

work – expected to be published by Hal Leonard Publications – has yet to be made 

available. 

McGill’s future publications are deserving of recognition, and are acknowledged 

in this thesis for two reasons.  First, his accompaniment settings render Milde’s Concert 

Studies more attractive for concert performance.  These accompaniments possess a 

remarkable compositional quality, yet they necessitate a pianist able to perform at a 

degree of difficulty commensurate with the musically demanding Concert Studies.
22

  

Secondly, it is unclear whether or not McGill intends for bassoonists to make use of his 

                                                           
19

 McGill, “Milde has a Face,” 71. 
20

 At the time of this writing, the author was unable to secure a copy of this publication; therefore it is not 

discussed in depth in this paper. 
21

 McGill, “Milde has a Face,” 71. 
22

 Bassoonists with whom this author is acquainted were present for McGill’s masterclasses at Glickman-

Popkin Bassoon Camp. 
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arranged accompaniments within instructional settings.  This author remains optimistic 

regarding that question, considering the pedagogical nature of Milde’s etudes. 

By contrast, this paper’s primary purpose is to demonstrate a step-by-step 

deconstruction of an unaccompanied etude into a simple harmonic analysis, which is then 

modified into an accompaniment, specifically featuring Milde’s Concert Studies.  These 

studies are then paired with either piano accompaniment or complementary second 

bassoon part; both of which are equally intended for study and performance. 
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CHAPTER III 

MUSIC FOR TWO BASSOONS 

 

Historic Overview 

“The duet for student together with his teacher is a pattern hallowed by long tradition and one to be highly 

recommended (e.g. in Weissenborn, 1887).”
23

 

 

 Noted bassoon teacher, performer and researcher William Waterhouse believes 

the bassoon has much to offer prospective players
24

, not least of which is its ability to 

provide diverse musical roles.  Within the orchestra setting, the role provided by the 

instrument has progressively changed over many years.
25

  Today, it fulfills a number of 

musical functions such as establishing a bass-line (its earliest historical function), 

providing primary or complimentary melodic material, and outlining harmonic function 

through the employment of broken chords.  It is almost commonplace to find a 

functionally diverse bassoon part throughout the majority of the literature. Historically, 

the earliest orchestral works feature the bassoon primarily as an accompanying bass 

voice, providing it the occasional solo material.  Much of our Baroque solo literature 

places the bassoon in a complementary basso role, reinforcing the accompanying 

continuo. 

 All of these functions can be found within the bassoon duet literature.  Respected 

teacher and orchestral bassoonist Barrick Stees believes duets provide students an 

excellent opportunity to develop stronger ensemble playing.
26

  Within the literature are a 

considerable number of works which are ideally suited for use in one-on-one musical 

training.  Representative of the baroque period are bass-clef duets composed by Georg 

                                                           
23

 William Waterhouse, Bassoon, (London: Kahn & Averill, 2003), 225. 
24

 Waterhouse, Bassoon, Introduction. 
25

 Waterhouse, Bassoon, 199. 
26

 Barrick Stees, “Bassoon Ensemble Repertoire” Instrumentalist 51 No. 12 (1997): 56. 
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Philipp Telemann (1681-1767) and Joseph Bodin de Boismortier (1691-1755).  These 

duets were originally purposed for entertainment in salon music settings during the early 

18th century.  In addition to providing bassoonists excellent examples of Baroque 

phrasing and form, these works make frequent use of imitation, a compositional device 

which allows for the emulation of musical style, pitch, and tone quality. 

 By the nineteenth century, there are a number of bassoonists celebrated not only 

as performers and teachers, but for their compositions for the instrument as well.  French 

bassoonists such as Etienne Ozi (1754-1813), François Devienne (1759-1803), and Louis 

Marie Eugène Jancourt (1815-1901) composed works specifically for two bassoons.  

German bassoonists Carl Almenräder (1786-1843) and Carl Heinrich Jacobi (1791-1852) 

added their contributions to the oeuvre of bassoon duet literature as well.  These works 

are predominantly Classical in style and form; venturing occasionally into more 

Romantic key centers.  Jancourt’s duets in particular are notably more Romantic, 

demonstrated by his employment of non-chord tones and expanded harmonic function. 

 

Progressive Literature for Two Bassoons 

The first duets written for bassoon that are specifically used for teaching 

beginning bassoonists are the 24 Instructional Duets in Progressive Order for 2 

Bassoons, Op. 212 by violinist and composer Joseph Küffner (1776-1856).  Not a 

bassoonist himself, Küffner composed a number of didactic studies for various 

instruments.  His bassoon duets – first printed and published in 1829 – are identical in 

composition to the oboe duets, Op. 199, which were written two years prior.
27

 

                                                           
27

 Joseph Küffner, Ed. Gunther Joppig, 24 Instructional Duets in Progressive Order for 2 Bassoons, Op. 

212, (Vienna: Universal Bassoon Edition, 1987), Preface. 
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To continue the tradition of teaching with bassoon duets, we turn to noteworthy 

Leipzig bassoonist and teacher Christian Julius Weissenborn (1837-1888).  His Practical 

Bassoon School, Op. 8, first published in 1887, remains the most widely used teaching 

method for the bassoon today.  Within each of the twenty-five “Practical Exercises,” 

Weissenborn includes one or more student-teacher duets, which progress in difficulty 

throughout the book.  Each of these progressive duets are featured within a lesson 

segment of commensurate difficulty, employing the use of scale and technical studies as 

preparation for each duet.
28

 

In 1989, Alan Hawkins, former professor of bassoon at the University of Kansas, 

expanded Weissenborn’s Fifty Advanced Studies, Op. 8 Vol. 2 into accompanied duets.  

Hawkins composed a second bassoon part to be played with each of Weissenborn’s 

Advanced Studies.  He intended these accompanied duets be used in private lessons, as 

well as for recital performance.
29

 

 

Teaching with Bassoon Duets 

 Integrating bassoon duet literature into private instruction helps reinforce musical 

concepts within a chamber music setting.  One of the more effective tools in a teacher’s 

arsenal for demonstrating musical concepts to students is modeling.  Teacher modeling is 

an integral tool for the musical and technical development of student musicians.  It 

provides for the student a clear, visual template for posture, hand and finger positions, 

and various physical aspects relative to tone production.  Giving students audible and 

visual references may help them to more effectively reproduce what they see and hear.   

                                                           
28

 Barrick Stees, Bassoon Ensemble Repertoire, 56. 
29

 Alan Hawkins, Weissenborn Fifty Duets, (Lawrence, KS: Bocal Music, 1989), Preface. 
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 Another important musical skill that is essential to both solo and collaborative 

performance is non-verbal communication.  In both settings, these gestures may help 

collaborative musicians and audience members interpret a variety of musical 

characteristics, such as tempo, dynamics, and style.  Unique to ensemble playing, 

however, is the need for successful execution of synchronized entrances and releases. 

 Finally, the student bassoonist benefits most from duet literature by working to 

match timbre and pitch when playing alongside either their bassoon instructor or their 

fellow students.  They must be constantly listening, adapting pitch and blending with 

another bassoonist’s tone, which is the primary skill needed for performing in an 

orchestra setting.  This experience cannot be successfully replicated by substituting a 

private bassoon instructor with a piano accompanist or music software such as Smart 

Music or Finale.  
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CHAPTER IV 

EXPANDING AN ETUDE INTO AN ACCOMPANIED WORK 

 

Providing teachers and students with different settings of accompanied etudes 

allows for a flexible approach of teaching and learning in the private studio.  Providing a 

piano accompaniment may cater to the bassoon teacher who possesses sufficient piano 

proficiency needed to accompany a soloist.  A second bassoon accompaniment may 

benefit the applied teacher by providing additional materials with which one may teach 

using their principal instrument.  The ideal result would yield two differing, collaborative 

treatments of Milde’s Concert Studies, each possessing a combination of didactic and 

musical qualities suitable for both teaching and performance. 

In this paper, the formal stages of analysis and composition for constructing either 

piano or second bassoon accompaniments are identical.  This process includes: 

 Harmonic analysis- identify the basic harmonic elements of the work such as 

cadence points and phrase lengths 

 Harmonic simplification- eliminate non-chord tones in order to identify the 

overarching harmonic structure 

 Cadence identification- outline each cadence type  

 Meter and harmonic rhythm- create a simple harmonic rhythm that coincides 

with the overall meter as well as apply chord inversions where appropriate 

 Additional Musical Content- provide transitional musical content within the 

accompaniment to accommodate rests in the original work 

 

The goal of this thesis is to create a harmonically simple and supporting counterpoint that 

reinforces the musical characteristics of each concert study. 

 

Analysis and Compositional Process 

The successful realization of an accompaniment begins with a harmonic 

deconstruction of each etude.  The analysis of Concert Study No. 5 begins by marking the 

cadence points, thereby delineating larger phrase-lengths. 
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Figure 4.1: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 5, mm. 1-18. 

 

Milde most often writes in two or four-measure phrases, though there are a 

number of exceptions (e.g. phrase extensions that occur just before a shift in tonality.) 
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Figure 4.2: Phrasing Diagram; Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 5, mm. 1-16.  

 

 

Despite the occasional harmonic ambiguity within each etude, Milde establishes 

his cadence points very clearly.  Identifying key centers and providing the quality of each 

cadence helps to determine the length and function of each formal section, thereby 

determining the form of each etude. 

 

Harmonic Simplification 

Once cadence points have been established and formal aspects of the work are 

outlined, a simplified harmonic structure can be determined by eliminating non-chord 

tones within each measure.  Ideally, this may help us to identify recurring patterns of 

harmonic function.  All chords outlined in Figure 4.3 are located on the bottom staff and 

notated as simple triads or seventh-chords voiced in root position. 
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Figure 4.3: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 5, mm. 1-16. 

 

Cadence Identification 

Once all of these simplified chords have been outlined, defining each cadence 

type with a preparation will help the bassoonist identify the point of arrival within each 

phrase.  Cadential 6/4 chords are the most prevalent type in these Concert Studies. 
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Figure 4.4: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 5, mm. 7-8. 

 

 

Meter and Harmonic Rhythm 

Milde also does an effective job at helping the listener find the meter within each 

etude.  One characteristic of a successful accompaniment is its ability to support the 

soloist with a simple, harmonic rhythm that propels the music forward in a consistent 

manner.  This concert study is marked 6/4, though it is metrically heard in a slow ‘three’ 

where the half-note gets the beat.  Therefore the accompaniment provided in the next 

Figure accentuates a strong beat on ‘one’ and a weak beat on ‘three’. 

Previously, in Figure 4.3, all of the simplified harmonies are presented in root 

position.  In order to bridge larger leaps in the underlying harmonic structures, the 

accompaniment may employ the use of inverted chords.  They provide smooth, more 

stepwise motion in the bass voice, as well as propel each phrase toward its respective 

cadence.  Figure 4.5 will feature a few inverted chords; however each chord is still 

presented in a closed-voice structure. 
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Figure 4.5: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 5, mm. 1-9. 

 

 

 Once the desired harmonic support is in place, an accompaniment’s primary 

function is complete.  The next few examples will highlight additional musical concerns, 

utilizing bassoon duet arrangements of contrasting concert studies.  Each of the second 

bassoon parts included in this paper have been composed by the author. 

 

Rests and Transitions 

Another interesting facet of Milde’s etudes is the changing value of rests that 

occur after cadences and formal transitions.  A great way to help students count through 

these rests is to give the accompanying bassoonist transitional material.  These rests 

frequently occur before a modulation to a different key center; for example, a study in a 
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major key often modulates to its dominant key (I–V), and in the case of a minor key, 

modulation to its relative major tonality (i–III) is expected. 

The employment of melodic and harmonic imitation offers a musical solution that 

continues a musical idea or motif while providing transitional material.  In the following 

excerpt, the second bassoon provides motivic expansion while the first bassoon rests 

between phrases in measures 47 and 48.   

 

 

Figure 4.6: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 7, Presto, mm. 42-51. 

 

 

 The longest duration of rest within the entire collection of this work occurs in 

Concert Study No. 49.  The bassoonist has three-and-a-half measures of silence before its 

next entrance, where a change of tonality takes place.  In this arrangement, the second 

bassoon expands on the musical idea of the first bassoon during measures 39 and 40.  

Continuing the transition in measures 41 and 42, the second bassoon foreshadows the 

melodic variation entering in measure 43; the first bassoon picks up this variation at the 

double-bar in the new key. 
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Figure 4.7: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 49, Presto, mm. 34-46. 

 

 

Ensemble Balance 

 As was mentioned earlier, Milde’s Concert Studies provide the bassoon with a 

rich harmonic language.  However there are also sections of long, stepwise material 

which are often harmonically undefined and left open to interpretation.  One of the 

author’s goals is to create accompaniments which provide a tasteful balance to each solo 

line with whatever may be lacking at the moment.  For example, if the solo part is 

harmonically detailed and technically demanding, a simplified accompaniment is used to 

reinforce the harmonic rhythm.  Figure 4.8 is a brief excerpt of Concert Study No. 41.  

Here, the second bassoon provides a succinct bass-line foundation that reinforces the 

harmonic structure without getting in the way of the first bassoon’s technical material. 
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Figure 4.8: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 41, Allegro, mm. 41-49. 

 

 

In the event that the solo part is more linear or the implied harmony is less clear to 

the listener, a more detailed, harmonic outline may be proffered by the accompaniment.  

In an excerpt of Concert Study No. 1, the accompanying bassoon enhances the harmonic 

language in mm. 31 and 32.  Measure 33 leads to a cadence, measure 34 provides a 

thematic transition, and in mm. 35 and 36 the first bassoon resumes control of the 

harmonic responsibilities. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 1, Allegretto, mm. 31-36. 
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Implementing a variety of accompanying styles or textures to each etude can 

affect the interpretation, style, or emotion of the music in many ways.  However, it is 

recommended that the framework of each etude be taken into consideration.  When 

musical content is repeated within an etude, consistency of accompanying material can 

help to delineate the formal sections more clearly. 

 

Musical Role-Reversal 

 There are sections of music within the Concert Studies where Milde provides the 

bassoonist with accompaniment-like material.  This allows for a reversal of musical 

function for the second bassoonist as well.  The slower ‘B’ section of Concert Study No. 

41 gives the author an opportunity to invent a melody that provides counterpoint to an 

already-established accompanying line.  In Figure 4.10, the first eight measures after the 

double-bar contain a technically demanding accompaniment in the first bassoon line.  

The author has provided a simple, lyrical melody in the second bassoon part, which 

provides a stylistically contrasting counterpoint to the first bassoon’s accompanying 

gesture. 
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Figure 4.10: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 41, Allegro, mm. 63-76. 

 

 

Additional Considerations 

It is easier to hear the solo line when the accompaniment is playing in a 

contrasting voice range.  Two instruments playing close intervals in the lower register do 

not allow for the ideal clarity of the instrument to be heard.  Additionally, the emotional 

character of the piece should be considered when realizing an accompaniment.  Due to 

the somber nature of the tonality and slow harmonic motion of Concert Study no. 5, the 

author has chosen to provide an accompaniment whose tessitura lies in the bottom half of 

the piano.  Only on a few occasions does the right hand read in treble clef.
30

 

  

                                                           
30

 See Appendix D for the full arrangement of Concert Study no. 5. 
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CHAPTER V 

COMPOSITIONAL DEVICES 

 

A few compositional devices are illustrated below.  These devices bring an added 

interest to the already-challenging Concert Studies as well as enhance musical 

instruction. 

Imitation 

 Imitation is one of the most prevalent compositional devices employed in music.  

It may be exact or similar, as employed in a canon or fugue.  It may also highlight a 

simple musical characteristic, such as the imitation of a rhythm or articulation.  Two 

examples of imitation are included below.  In the first excerpt (Concert Study No. 31), 

the second bassoon imitates the rhythmic pattern of the first bassoon.  The rhythm is 

established in measure 5, and half a measure later the second bassoon follows with a 

similar gesture. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 31, Scherzo, mm. 5-11. 
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 The second example features Concert Study No. 41.  Here, an exact melodic 

imitation of the first bassoon occurs in the second bassoon part, which begins one full 

measure after the first’s statement.  The result is a melodic sequence consisting of a 

matched pairing of running sixteenth-notes, separated by an interval of a third.  This two-

measure sequence takes place in mm. 116 and 117. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 41, Allegro, mm. 113-121. 

 

 

Hocket 

A hocket is a musical device found in medieval motets, and is defined as “the 

rapid alternation of two or more voices with either single notes or short groups of notes 

with one part sounding and the other resting.”
31

  The following excerpt of an arranged 

Concert Study No. 7, Presto, features the use of a hocket between measures 69 and 74.  In 

the original etude, the bassoon part is syncopated, leaving the listener temporarily unsure 

of where the strong and weak beats occur. 

                                                           
31

 Don Michael Randel, Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music, (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1978), 

223. 
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Figure 5.3: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 7, mm. 67-76. 

 

 

When the two parts are performed together, however, no syncopation can be 

heard by the listener.  The composite rhythm now sounds like straight eighth-notes, 

played by either the first or second bassoon.  The resulting stereophonic effect provides a 

technical challenge for the musicians, which in turn is entertaining for the audience to 

hear and watch. 

 

Poly-Meter 

 Poly-meter is a rhythmic function where two meters are juxtaposed upon one 

another.  In the duet arrangement of Concert Study no. 31, the first bassoon plays an 

ascending chromatic scale over two measures of compound-duple meter.  Over the same 

two measures, the second bassoon outlines a b-flat minor chord – the established tonality 

of the study – with a descending figure of eighth-notes.  However, this rhythm can be felt 

more naturally in a simple-triple meter.  The established meter of 6/8 suddenly feels like 

3/4, due to the metric groupings of the second bassoon part. 
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Figure 5.4: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 31, Scherzo, mm. 62-64. 

 

 

 Here is the same gesture in measures 62 and 63, composed in 3/4 meter as 

opposed to the previous example in 6/8 meter. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Ludwig Milde, Concert Studies, Op. 26, No. 31, Scherzo, mm. 62-63. 

 

 

 In this example, all of the sixteenth-notes in the first bassoon part are beamed into 

four-note groupings, where previously six notes were beamed together.  Following two 

measures of poly-meter, the second bassoon returns to the feel of the original compound-

duple meter, which is illustrated by the first bassoon in Figure 5.4. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

 

An effective accompaniment should help advance the musical understanding and 

technical ability of any student bassoonist.  This may be accomplished in a number of 

ways:  1) the work may utilize chamber music techniques and skills such as tuning, 

balance, coordinated phrasing, and rhythmic synchronization; 2) the work may define 

ambiguous harmonic passages with a simplified counterpoint, leading to a more varied 

musical interpretation of these works; and 3) the work may render the original etudes 

more suitable for performance. 

When I began this project, I had a strong appreciation for Milde’s Concert 

Studies.  These studies help bassoonists develop and expand their technical proficiency 

and musical artistry in a way that few bassoon works in the literature do.  They present a 

musical language which possesses the essential formal qualities of other etudes, yet is 

uniquely Romantic in harmony, style, and lyricism.  Additionally, the compositional 

breadth of each etude provides the bassoonist with endurance challenges seldom seen in 

other pedagogical literature for the instrument.  My hope is that these ideas for expanding 

the Concert Studies into accompanied works will retain Milde’s compositional and 

artistic qualities while enhancing them with complementary musical material that 

introduces additional performance concepts.  I feel there is still a great deal to be learned 

from Milde’s compositions, and finding new ways to appreciate and celebrate his musical 

contributions is one step along that path. 
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 1948-1952). 
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 Publishers SA, 1954). 
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APPENDIX B:  An Explanation Regarding the Original Publications of the Concert 

Studies 

 

 Bassoon scholars have been searching for the publication years of both volumes 

of the Concerts Studies for several decades.  The first edition of these studies was 

published by Carl Merseburger, a noteworthy publisher in Leipzig.  Original copies of 

this edition are quite rare.  Though the early edition does not provide a definitive 

publication date, there are contextual clues provided within the document, specifically in 

the frontispiece.  The following inscribed dedications from the Merseburger editions read 

as follows – first in the original German, followed by the English translation: 

 

Volume I Dedication 

“Herrn Wilhelm Heckel; konigl. Hofinstrumentenfabrikant in Biebrich 

a/Rh. gewidmet.” – “Mr. Wilhelm Heckel; kingly instrument-manufacturer 

in Biebrich, on the Rhine (river).  Dedicated.” 

 

 The Volume I dedication presumes that Milde knew Heckel and was familiar with 

his work.  The frontispiece of this volume also includes Milde’s official title, “Professor 

am Conservatorium der Musik in Prag.”  This particular information leads one to 

conjecture that this work was likely published either during or shortly after Milde’s 

tenure at the Prague Conservatory (1886-1894). 

 

Volume II Dedication 

“ er       Akademie   r  usik und darstellende  unst in Wien 

hochachtungsvoll gewidmet.” – “Respectfully dedicated to the Imperial 

Academy of Music and the Performing Arts in Vienna”. 

 

 The “ .  .” in the Vol. II dedication represents the title of “kaiserlich-königlich,” 

which is German for “Imperial-Royal.”  When the Vienna Conservatory was founded in 

1817, its official title had been the Konservatorium der Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde.  

A January 1, 1909 imperial resolution led to nationalization of the school, thus 

designating it the Imperial Academy of Music and the Performing Arts (k.k. Akademie 

für Musik und darstellende Kunst). 

 

 It may be assumed, therefore, that the second volume was published between the 

years of 1909 and 1913, the recorded year of Milde’s passing.  Though there is the 

remote possibility that the dedicated second volume was delivered to the academy on 

behalf of Milde posthumously, such a claim cannot currently be proved or disproved. 

 

 For the purposes of this paper, it is to be presumed that these works were written 

either during or following Milde’s tenure at the Prague Conservatory, and were most 

likely published before he died.  To the best of the author’s knowledge, the expression 

and dynamic markings, articulations and clef changes included in this documents’ score 

examples are consistent with the original Mersebuger edition/publication of the Concert 

Studies. 
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APPENDIX C:  Compositional Comparison of Ludwig Milde’s Concert Study No. 

34 and Polonaise for Bassoon & Piano 

  

 The following tables provide a compositional comparison of Milde’s Polonaise 

for Bassoon & Piano and his Concert Study No. 34, also given the title “Polonaise”.  The 

first two tables show that both works follow a Sonata-Rondo form of ABACABA.  

Within the ‘C’ section of each piece, there is new melodic material, not development of 

the previous section’s material, a compositional method often found in sonata form. 

 

 Following the ‘C’ material of the Concert Study, a re-transition is presented in the 

home-key of E-flat major.  It is followed by a Da Capo sign that returns the soloist to the 

beginning of the work.  A marking of fine is provided in measure 65, indicating the end 

of the etude.  The accompanied Polonaise is through-composed and its respective ‘C’ 

section is set in the key of A-flat major. 

 

Concert Study No. 34 in E-flat major, Polonaise. 

Form A B A C A B A 

Measures 1-18 19-47 48-65 66-103 1-18 19-47 48-65 

Key Eb Maj. C Maj. Eb Maj. B Maj. Eb Maj. C Maj. Eb Maj. 

Function I (VI)* I (bVI)** I (VI) I 

 

Polonaise for Bassoon & Piano; ed. William Waterhouse 

Form A B A C A B A 

Measures 1-28 29-63 64-87 88-116 117-144 145-179 180-201 

Key Eb Maj. C Maj. Eb Maj. Ab Maj. Eb Maj. C Maj. Eb Maj. 

Function I (VI) I IV I (VI) I 

 

* The parentheses above indicate the use of a borrowed chord.  A borrowed chord 

requires a contrasting quality of triad within its key signature.  In this case, the relative 

minor key of E-flat major is C minor and the C-minor triad is notated with lowercase 

roman numerals (vi).  Since the ‘B’ section of the Polonaise modulates to C major, we 

notate the non-diatonic C major triad in uppercase roman numerals (VI). 

 

** In Concert Study No. 34, an abrupt modulation occurs between the home-key of E-flat 

major and the ‘C’ section key of B major.  Technically, the enharmonic key of C-flat 

major would be the borrowed flat-VI chord in E-flat major, or the VI chord in the parallel 

E-flat minor.  Why Milde chose to employ B major in lieu of C-flat major is not clear, as 

Concert Studies No. 11 and 18 provide material written in the key of C-flat major.  Since 

B-major’s enharmonic equivalent is C-flat major and this key has a chromatic-third 

relationship to the home-key of E-flat major, B major has been included as a flat-VI key 

for the purpose of simplified, harmonic analysis. 
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 The next two tables illustrate the corresponding solo-bassoon material, respective 

to the formal section of each works.   

 

Solo Etude (Milde) 

Form A B A C A B A 

Measures 1-18 19-47 48-65 66-103 1-18 19-47 48-65 

# of mm. 18 29 18 38 18 29 18 

 

Accompanied Solo (Milde/Waterhouse) 

Form A B A C A B A 

Measures 

w/ Bsn. 

5-22 29-44, 

47-59 

65-83 88-103, 

106-116 

121-138 145-160, 

163-175 

181-200 

# of mm. 18 29 19 27 18 29 20 
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APPENDIX D:  Piano Arrangement of Concert Study No. 5 in B minor, 

“Larghetto” 

 

 The bassoon part of this arrangement is consistent with the Merseburger edition, 

with identical dynamic markings, expression markings, articulations, and clef changes.  

The piano accompaniment in this appendix is composed and provided by the author. 
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APPENDIX E:  Bassoon Duet Arrangements 

 

 Within each of the following arrangements for two bassoons, the first bassoon 

part of each concert study is consistent with the Merseburger edition of the Concert 

Studies in regards to dynamic markings, expression markings, articulations, and clef 

changes.  The second bassoon part was composed by the author and is included in the 

following Appendices. 
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APPENDIX F:  Concert Study No. 1 in C major, “Allegretto” 
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APPENDIX G:  Concert Study No. 7 in F minor, “Presto” 
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APPENDIX H:  Concert Study No. 31 in B-flat minor, “Scherzo” 
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APPENDIX I:  Concert Study No. 41 in F major, “Allegro” 
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APPENDIX J:  Concert Study No. 49 in A minor, “Presto” 
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